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Mark. They say the eyes are the windows of the soul... Look into my eyes... as you read this... What God has given me in this Holy Ghost letter... will break the power of the past to hold you captive... and give you the power to determine your own destiny!

Mark Smith

Dear Brother Smith,

This is the most significant step of faith that I’ve ever written you about... You may have failed to respond to one of my other letters... But you can’t fail to answer this one... And, believe me, when I say... Some things that you have been facing will finally come to an end... It’s no secret to me because I am in the spirit... I know that life has not been kind to you... But that too is coming to an end.

MARK, THE ANOINTING OIL IS BEING Poured UPON ME...

I’m telling you, the middle of this year is rapidly coming... but GOD NEVER FINISHES ANYTHING WITHOUT OPENING UP A “NEW BEGINNING.” That’s why this is the most IMPORTANT moment of your life. God’s Ideas have a short shelf life... and we must act before the expiration date. If you have ever been obedient to God... be obedient now... because the Holy Spirit just spoke this spiritual nugget to me for you, Mark... YOUR OBEDIENCE WILL RELEASE GOD’S PROVISION FOR YOUR LIFE... Is. 1:19. Stop! Open your Bible and read that verse before you continue.

Mark, since the first time you wrote me, I have written you and shared with you several of these faith steps God gave me for you and it was at that moment you began this march of destiny with me toward this “NEW MILLENNIUM CYCLE OF BLESSING.”

MARK, GOD WANTS TO DO GREAT THINGS FOR YOU, TOO!

Wonderful, miraculous, and amazing things are HAPPENING for men and women who are bold enough to believe God and obey as God speaks through these anointed letters of ministry. I call you Brother because of the closeness we have together in God’s family... AND BECAUSE OF THIS, I COULD NOT LET OTHERS RECEIVE ALL THIS GOOD AND NOT ALLOW GOD TO USE ME TO HELP YOU, TOO... Especially at the beginning of this NEW MILLENNIUM!

Mark, as I continue... I speak to you of what God has placed in my spirit for you... and I minister to you through the gift of discerning of spirits. It is under this unusual anointing that I have enclosed this special Bible “GOLD DUST OF OPHIR” from Job. 22:24.

MARK, THAT’S WHAT’S IN THE LITTLE BAG...

Because you so desperately need God’s Holy Anointing of Miraculous Blessing on your life during the remaining months of this year... I have 12 questions... I am led of God to ask you... please stay in prayer as you read this... IT’S GOING TO AMAZE YOU HOW GOD REVEALS YOUR PERSONAL NEEDS...

1. I see a cloud of infirmity (sickness) over your family circle. I must ask, is someone connected with your home, family or life sick in some way? Has there been something trying to trouble you, especially in the last 6 months or so? If yes, check here: (  )

Also, print the first name of the afflicted person here:

What is their relationship to you: ____________________________?

What is their affliction: ____________________________?

Be patient; I’ll give you some further instructions and tell you how to use the “GOLD DUST OF OPHIR.”

OVER, MARK...
MARK, THIS MEANS SOMETHING!

1. Who are your secret enemies? What will they do to you if we don't stop them with God's HELP? DO YOU WANT GOD TO RELEASE HIS "ENEMY FIXER POWER"? Please check one: YES ( ) NO ( ). If you marked no, please explain to me:

2. This is an answer to prayer... or what?

3. Early this morning I saw a deal for a piece of property... marked PAID IN FULL. Is your home paid off? Do you need a home? Are you looking for a new place? Please check one: YES ( ) NO ( ). We are going to use this Gold Dust in faith.

4. Now this could be you... DO YOU RENT? If so, is your rent too high, or are you having trouble with the landlord? Explain:

5. I see a spirit of fear. Is this working in any area of your life, causing you to worry about an increase in the cost of something important to you... or does it have something to do with worry about money needs for the future? EXPLAIN:

GOD HAS BEEN PREPARING YOU FOR THIS VERY MOMENT IN YOUR LIFE... EVER SINCE THE FIRST TIME YOU WROTE ME!

6. Do you and I need to take a stand for YOUR UNSAVED LOVED ONES? Now, this is important... My prayer room was filled with the smell of flowers a few minutes ago... I don't know if it meant a funeral... or a hospital... BUT IS THERE SOMEONE FOR WHOM YOU AND I NEED TO TAKE A STAND IN PRAYER? YES ( ) NO ( ) If you checked yes, try to send me a photo of this person... one you will not need sent back... I MUST KEEP IT FOR MY PRAYER TIMES.

7. Does it seem like a spirit of poverty constantly is all around you? Are you having a difficult time making some ends meet? YES ( ) NO ( )

8. This is for my INFORMATION ONLY... IT WILL BE KEPT IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE. How many people are staying with you at home? ( )

9. Is one of these people showing you disrespect? I need their first name: ( )

10. I keep hearing the Name "Mark". The anointing is so strong on me... Have you been praying for help during the past 24 hours? YES ( ) NO ( ) I feel God is touching you.

I HEARD THIS VERY PLAINLY:

11. I heard someone calling your name this morning... and I heard you say... "PLEASE, DON'T SAY THAT. YOU KNOW IT ISN'T TRUE!" Does this mean someone is gossiping about you behind your back? YES ( ) NO ( )

12. Who is this? Is it a so-called friend? Neighbor? Family member? Who is this? Print their name here:

(T their First Name)

Mark, this gift of discerning of Spirits is operating so strongly in me... and, I tell you now, you are in the very presence of God...

I MUST HAVE THE ANSWERS TO THESE 12 QUESTIONS ABOVE... BECAUSE THESE THINGS WILL FINALLY COME TO AN END... AND I NEED THIS TO PRAY EFFECTIVELY AND SPECIFICALLY... GOD HAS SHOWN ME SOMETHING...!

I must tell you this... GOD HAS TARGETED YOUR HOUSEHOLD FOR A GREAT RELEASE OF HIS HEALING POWER as well as an abundant flow of His LOVE, PEACE AND JOY... Salvation, Restoration and Deliverance is about to come to your household... despite Satan's attempt to destroy our families...

Cornelius was a GOOD MAN; like you... he gave alms and his alms, and prayers went before God... they became a memorial in God's Sight... and because of his prayer and alms, God saved his family. Remember that... this is it. Now get ready to use the Job 22:24 Gold Dust...
I feel that God, through miracle provisions, gave me a new car...God is ready to release an AWESOME Miracle into your life. God is no respecter of persons...He only respects faith and obedience.

You are about to enter a "NEW MILLENNIUM CYCLE OF BLESSING!"...It's time to begin...While I was in prayer for you, God gave me this word... "THEN THOU SHALT LAY UP GOLD AS DUST AND THE GOLD OF OPHIR AS THE STONES OF THE BROOKS...THE ALMIGHTY SHALL BE THY DEFENSE..." Job 22:24-25. I can't tell you everything in this letter but circle the first day of June...there is more to come...Don't Give Up! Answers Inside. Please, go to your calendar, and write those words across the first week of June...

OUR MEETING WAS DIVINELY ORDAINED AND HAS SUCH A GREAT SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE...The very date God brought us together was when you began this March of Destiny. It wasn't an accident. God answered your prayers and sent me to you with Divine Insight to help you. He also drew you to this ministry. Yes, Mark, I am sent by God to HELP YOU...and I have been given Godly insight that will take you into a New Dimension of SPIRITUAL AUTHORITY. I have accepted the awesome responsibility of bringing God's PROMISES to pass in your life, WHERE OTHERS MAY HAVE FAILED.

I SEE THIS THROUGH THE SPIRITUAL GIFTS WITH WHICH GOD HAS ANOINTED ME...your first step into this "NEW MILLENNIUM CYCLE OF BLESSING" will cause two BREAKTHROUGHS to come about...ONE NEW BEGINNING will be in the area of Releasing God's Power of "MORE THAN ENOUGH SUPPLY." That's what the prodigal sow received...remember, he said "I'll return to my father's house...he has more than enough." (This will not be completed immediately, but everything must have a starting point.) THE SECOND NEW BEGINNING will...Break the Bondage and Reverse the Generational Curses of Satan on you and your loved ones.

IMAGINE THE SPIRITUAL IMPACT THIS WILL HAVE ON YOU AND YOUR FAMILY...things will never again be the same...

IN GOD'S HOLY TIMING...God has anointed me to launch this prophetic mandate for A "NEW MILLENNIUM CYCLE OF BLESSING"...and you have been chosen by God to be a part of this through your faith and obedience...you must stand in TOTAL AGREEMENT with me in this.

God has targeted SPECIFIC FAMILIES AND HOUSEHOLDS. He wants you to receive "MORE THAN ENOUGH SUPPLY" for this FIRST GREAT breakthrough...God's Holy Anointing is upon this...the 12 questions God anointed me to ask you...are YOUR SIGN THAT GOD IS SPEAKING TO YOU. Please return your answers to me...this will help me in my Spiritual Warfare on your behalf.

Yes, Lord, I will obey...and do what you directed me to do...I must do this. God is interrupting my thoughts with a heavenly thought...receive this...It's a thought from God for you.

Listen to this Prophet of Prosperity...God just said to remind you of the "PRINCIPLE OF SEED MONEY"...The greatest fortune the world has ever seen in private hands was amassed by a man who knew thoroughly, understood and constantly used the "PRINCIPLE OF SEED MONEY" I am about to reveal to you...

The PRINCIPLE OF SEED MONEY...is in itself very simple...it came directly from Jesus...His own words...

Jesus said, "They have eyes to see...but they see not." Open your spirit to this...let God reveal this to you. You must SEE and receive this "PRINCIPLE OF SEED MONEY." God interrupted me again. I must speak this to you. It may be that you already understand this, but you need to be reminded of its POWER.

Mark, Read on to page 4
THE PRINCIPLE OF SEED MONEY" is the KEY that God is going to use to give you a BREAK THROUGH in your finances as you take this first step into this "NEW MILLENNIUM CYCLE OF BLESSING." Say it with me... "LORD JESUS, I HAVE BEEN EMPOWERED BY YOU TO BE ABLE TO USE THIS LAW FOR MY BREAKTHROUGH..."

AMEN.

HERE is... YOUR KEY... 1. Plant your SEED MONEY... in a place where God is blessing and multiplying others. (If God is blessing others, He will bless you, too). 2. Cultivate your SEED MONEY... cultivate your claim. How does one cultivate one’s claim? How does one cultivate a spiritual crop? Through spiritual treatment... God did that by using words... Jesus did it by speaking words... and you can cultivate your seed money, your claim, by... making the correct confession.

The anointing of God is all over me... SAY THIS ANOINTED CONFESSION (SPIRITUAL TREATMENT) WITH ME... "I NOW STAKE MY CLAIM ON MY 100-FOLD RETURN THROUGH THE SEED YOU WILL DIRECT ME TO SOW... IN JESUS' NAME, I ENTER MY "NEW MILLENNIUM CYCLE OF BLESSING" BY SOWING A SEED."

I feel this, Mark; God is speaking to you... listen... there is a dream in your life... Something is holding this dream back... that’s why you need to activate this "NEW MILLENNIUM CYCLE OF BLESSING"... and you do that through FAITH and OBEYDENCE.

DON’T TAKE THIS LIGHTLY... in addition to Breaking your Bondages and Reversing the Generational Curses on your family... THIS SEED MONEY PRINCIPLE... will release a GREAT HARVEST... that will lead you into the flow of this "NEW MILLENNIUM CYCLE OF BLESSING." I see... Gold as dust... It doesn’t matter what has ended in your life... God never ends anything without starting something NEW... I prophesy to you... In the upcoming months, you will not remain where you were at the beginning of 2015! You are moving on!

I saw you in the Spirit, Mark... I didn’t know this, so this had to be God... I saw in the spirit... You were hurting deep down inside... Your face was filled with a longing for God to move and touch you... and longing for God to work a miracle regarding the financial problems you are facing.

I PROPHESY TO YOU... The seed you sow now... THE PRINCIPLE OF SEED MONEY not only will bring miracles in your finances, but it will also bring many other miracles into your life.

When you work with this “PRINCIPLE OF SEED MONEY”... it not only will REWARD YOU... but it will bring a double-portion seed harvest... a blessing for you... and a blessing for those multitudes whom this ministry touches.

This anointing is so strong... I feel led of God to ask you to sow... £57.00. God has directed me to ask for an amount with 7 in it. I believe, if you hesitate, you’ll miss out... YOUR OBEDIENCE WILL RELEASE GOD’S PROVISION FOR YOUR LIFE. Obey God, Brother Smith, and enter into this "NEW MILLENNIUM CYCLE OF BLESSING."

In Jesus’ name, open the GOLD DUST... sprinkle a little on your check or offering... close it back up... questions on pages 1 & 2... fold your “seed money” in those pages and return them immediately... Let’s get you into this "NEW MILLENNIUM CYCLE OF BLESSING" so that God’s limitless power can start working for you.

Love, Peter
LET REV. POPOFF LINK YOU UP WITH...THE POWER FORCE THAT BRINGS RICHES TO YOU!

There is NO reason for you to believe that success and prosperity will separate you from God’s perfect will for your life. (Ref. John 2:16)

It’s shocking... because the shocking truth about prosperity is that it is shockingly RIGHT and NOT shockingly wrong for you as God’s child. It is God’s will for you to prosper.

ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL principles you can use to receive GOD’S ABUNDANCE is a principle God Himself uses...it’s the principle of sowing and reaping.

The Shocking Truth about MONEY...!

I say God wants YOU RICH... “rich” means having an abundance of all that you need to live a fuller, richer, more satisfying life.

HERE IS A MORE SHOCKING TRUTH... The Holy Bible is filled with such promises regarding your prosperity as a child of God.

THAT’S WHY WE WANT TO TAKE YOU INTO “GOD’S VERY BEST” (Luke 6:38)

Persistence Produces Success!

I am sure you know the story of Jacob wrestling with the angel until the break of day... CAN YOU SEE HOW THE POWER OF PERSISTENCE PRODUCED SUCCESS IN HIS LIFE?

“TILL I PUT THREE GOES, EXCEPT THOU BLESS ME.” Gen. 32:25 The angel retained Jacob’s evil nature, meaning THE PRINCIPLE OF GOD.

The situation you are now encountering with... does not just happen. It has (whether you realize it or not) taken years for you to give into some of these preachers.

HOWEVER, you will discover that as you face your disappointments, hurts and setbacks with PERSEVERANCE AND FAITH IN GOD’S WORD...you will never fail to see amazing things happen. As we work with God’s principles each month; in time things will begin to turn around in your life. It is a process that works.

YOU CAN MOVE FORWARD INTO A NEW LEVEL OF CONTENTMENT, SATISFACTION, AND VICTORY... but first you must make up your mind now... YOU MUST REFUSE TO GIVE UP... until God has fulfilled His promise... I WILL RESTORE THE YEARS THE LOCUST HAS EATEN... Joel 2:25

HOW TO INVEST MONEY... AND GET PAID!

The stock market goes up and down daily... some even say we are headed for a big crash.

THE TRUTH IS... you can invest money with total confidence and always get amazing returns. Yes, stewardship is our heritage as sons of God. We are God’s stewards over all things that God entrusts into our care such as time, talent, faith, service, health, and money.

When a faithful steward realizes that giving to God is actually making a deposit in the Lord’s treasury, he will be glad to do it. INVESTING money in God’s work brings the BEST RETURN on your investment.

(Read Ecclesiastes 9:6 & 7 and Proverbs 11:24 & 25 from the Holy Bible.)

Rev. Peter Popoff
People United For Christ
PO Box 760
Upland, CA 91785-9968
PeterPopoff.org
In Canada
PO Box 3700 STN Terminal
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 9Z9

PRAISE REPORTS:

CANCER HEaled

After you had me come up to the front, I’m not in a wheelchair anymore and I’m not walking with a cane! I have been healed of lymphoma cancer. They gave me a low dye and the results were good. My Dr. said they didn’t see any cancer and I did not have to take chemo either. Thanks for agreeing with me.

Sister L. D.

PEACE RESTORED

I used the anointing oil and Miracle Spring Water and other items you sent me. I had a lot of negativity in my house and around my house. Now it feels so peaceful inside and outside. You have a true gift from God.

Sirs. J. Willians, FL

FINANCES BLESSED

You told me that there would be 40 days of blessing at my house. Well, on the 39th day, I received a check in my mail box for $422.02. Praise God! You are a true prophet of God.

Sister A., Raleigh, NC

AN OPEN DOOR TO A LIFE OF ABUNDANCE!

Elizabeth and Peter Popoff

Multiplied thousands have turned to Christ. We have carried the message of Jesus Christ and Super Living to millions here in America and around the World...

Let us help you today!